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1 Overview 

v Design X-PDNet, a multitask learning framework for
joint plane instance segmentation and monocular
depth estimation.

v Propose a novel Depth-Guided Boundary Preserving
Loss that uses depth information to precise the plane
instance segmentation results at boundary related
regions.

v Contribute a manually annotated test set as a standard
dataset for the plane instance segmentation problem.

2 Related Works & Limitations

v Poor quality of plane instance ground truth in existing datasets
v Lack of boundary preserving loss => incorrect prediction at

boundary regions
v Traditional boundary regression loss is vulnerable with

incorrect GT boundary
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Propose the X-PDNet, with the Cross-Task feature distillation design, which promotes early information sharing between cross for
the specific task optimization

3 Methods

Distillation Module

Propose a novel Depth Guided Boundary Preserving Loss, which employes depth information to combats with incorrect ground 
truth boundary, pricise predicted plane instance at boundary related areas

Gradient:

For each GT boundary point, measure the standard deviation of a set of points 
constructed from its gradient and that of its neighbors.

Then utilize set of std values to reweight 
the boundary regression loss

4 Experimental results

Example produced by the baseline (above) and X-PDNet (below)

Planes predicted by X-PDNet, with Vanilla, and with DGBPL


